Gas network flow optimization
A gas network has a number of entry and exit points. Shippers independently contract the right to use the network on these points. Only at the time of
actual use, the combination of entries and exits is known. One of the questions is, if all possible future transport use by the shippers can be met.
Past. In the past the situation of gas transport was merely static. So it was possible to take a long period (years) to build expert knowledge which severe
realizations (these are called shipping variants) should be considered to see if a new contract can be honoured.
Present. Currently a method is used, based on simplified models, to generate a limited set of shipping variants which should be considered when a new
situation occurs. Since the changes in law and new energy sources lead to many more different situations such a method should be fast, robust,
structured, objective, based on simple principles and generates a small set of shipping variants. The proposed method satisfies most of the requirements
and reproduces known shipping variants obtained by expert knowledge.
Future. Although the method works well for the current situation it is important to base the method on a firm mathematical basis. Furthermore it would be
nice to reduce the number of shipping variants even more.
Open questions are:
- Which physical quantities, metrics and techniques should be used to find those transport conditions that determine the size of the infrastructure?
- Which techniques are available to sufficiently reduce the obtained set to find an exhaustive subset of which the elements are mutually exclusive, given a
required accuracy?
- What mathematical optimisation tools can be used to maximise the load and minimise the number of scenarios, given that all transport paths from entry
to exit need to be covered.
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Optimization methods:
For the problem a variety of optimization methods have been used: From linear programs to mixed-integer nonlinear programs. The choice of method
depends first and foremost on the chosen model for the pressure drop in pipes and whether one uses a time-dependent model or not. Among the easy
cases are the following: If the network is topologically simple, say a so-called gun barrel network, then dynamic programming approaches are the state-ofthe-art (see the survey of Carter). If one chooses to use a stationary model, then it can be reasonable to use an algebraic solution of a simplified system, a
special case of these is known as the so-called Weymouth equation. The problem then is a mixed-integer nonlinear program which can be tackled directly
with off-theshelf MINLP solvers for small networks or using specialized methods for larger networks (see e.g. Koch et al. [8]). Popular choices for methods
include using piecewise linear approximations/linearizations to obtain MIP models [3, 4, 9],
MPEC-based models (see Baumrucker and Biegler [1], Schmidt et al. [11]). Neglecting the discrete decisions leads to NLP models which can be solved to
local optimality (see Schmidt et al. [12]). But also these equations can be simplified even further. One approach is to locally linearize them around a
working point, an approach that is very successful in practice (see van der Hoeven [5]). If one opts to use the full Euler equations in the instationary setting
one obtains a mixed-integer PDAE-constrained optimal control problem that is intractable for current methods except for very simple networks. Another
approach with high physical accuracy is to use a (sub)gradient-based approach on top of an accurate simulation tool (see Jenícek [7] and Vostrý [13]).
One approach to simplify the full Euler equations is to only consider the isothermal case. Here using piecewise-linear models leads to MIP models that can
be solved for nontrivial networks (see Domschke et al. [2]).
Data: The GasLib http://gaslib.zib.de provides benchmark instances for planning problems in gas pipeline transmission. The files originate from real-world
data that was used in a research collaboration with Open Grid Europe GmbH [10]. An explanation of the custom XML formats and further references can
be found in a recent preprint [2]. In addition to the network data, fixed MINLP models implemented in GAMS are provided for solver developers.
Software: (by Robert Schwarz)
Lamatto++ http://www.mso.math.fau.de/edom/projects/lamatto.html is a software framework written in C++ that supports the modeling of optimization
problems on networks. It was applied in particular to planning problems in gas pipeline transmission, see http://bookstore.siam.org/mo21 and http://www.
tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10556788.2014.888426
The relevant features include a model abstraction to state-of-the-art MIP solvers as well as GAMS, preprocessing and bounds strenghtening on network
models, fully automatic generation of MIP approximation for nonlinear constraints with a given error tolerance, and computing with physical units. Data I/O
is done through XML files, where the GasLib provides examples.
The GasLib [1] provides benchmark instances for planning problems in gas pipeline transmission. The files originate from real-world data that was used in
a research collaboration with Open Grid Europe GmbH. An explanation for the file formats and further references can be found in a recent preprint [2]. In
addition to the network data, MINLP models implemented in GAMS are provided for solver developers.
[1] http://gaslib.zib.de
[2] http://www.optimization-online.org/DB_HTML/2015/11/5216.html
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